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WHY A PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM?
Establishing a proper Performance Management System is cru-
cial for the successful operations of any organization in the con-
temporary business environment. By supporting the
achievement of specific company goals, the system enables the
execution of the strategy and serves as a link and feeder to other
people related processes and systems. Let’s see some examples
of that:

- Learning and Development – it offers information on how
employees perform. This information can be used to lo-
cate the skills that need to be developed with each em-
ployee and from there create a development plan

- Career and Succession Planning – it offers information
which are the employees that can perform better and that
can excel on more responsible tasks

- Reward and Recognition – these systems are directly
linked to the results of the performance management sys-
tem. Managers need the outputs from the system in order
to reward and recognize the right employees

- Compensation and Benefits – proper compensation and
benefits system are closely linked to the performance
management system

- Activities Planning and Tracking – the outputs from the
performance reviews contain information about the way
actions are being executed, but also information that can
serve as guidance for the planning of the future activities

Taking it from there, a proper Performance Management System
is crucial for every line manager to successfully lead their teams,
and for every HR manager to successfully operate most of the
other HR systems.

The Performance
Management System
enables the execution

of the strategy and
serves as a link and

feeder to other people
related processes and

systems
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SUPPORT TO THE COMPANY
STRATEGY AND GOALS

A well-established Performance Management System focuses
employees’ energy and time on successful accomplishment of
company goals. This sentence has two important dimensions.
First that it enables successful performance and second that it
focuses employees’ efforts towards the execution of company
goals and strategy.

A prerequisite to this is that all personal goals and targets are set
in a way to support goals and targets of higher rank, those sup-
porting ones of higher rank to them and so on. In this way, by
cascading the company goals and targets in a meaningful way to
the lowest level in the organization will ensure that all employ-
ees’ work is aligned to the achievement of the company strategy.

For illustration, if targets are not cascaded and set in the right
way then we can face situations where employees achieve their
personal targets, but the company fails to achieve its own. Or the
other way around where the company achieves its targets, but
the majority of employees fail to do so. In cases where the per-
formance management system is linked to bonus payment,
these kinds of situations can cause employee dissatisfaction and
disengagement.

CASCADING COMPANY TARGETS
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THE BASIC ELEMENTS OF THE
PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT CYCLE
A proper Performance Management System is one that is de-
signed and structured in a way that it is simple to use, consistent
and transparent and that it supports company strategy and per-
formance. Complex systems from one side can be difficult to
work with, while from the other side they always create a sense
of uncertainty because employees cannot fully understand it.

The basic elements, i.e. phases of the performance management
cycle are:

- Planning – the first and maybe the most important phase
in the cycle. This is the phase where goals and targets are
being set, so all the subsequent phases highly depend on
the quality of work done in this phase

- Monitoring and Adjusting – this is the longest phase of the
cycle which occurs at the time when employees are doing
their jobs in order to achieve the targets. Unfortunately,
many tend to neglect this phase, being very passive until
the end of the year when they jump directly into end year
performance reviews. The essence of this phase is to allow
managers follow employees performance so that they can
improve and develop throughout the year. Using the time
throughout the year to have frequent feedback and fol-
low-up sessions with the employees is what will drive and
steer employees’ performance. Leaving it only to the end

year evaluation loses the overall meaning of the system as
it is not meant to serve for awarding or punishing perfor-
mance and nonperformance, but to enable everyone per-
form successfully supporting the company goals and
strategy.

- End year review – the end year review serves to evaluate
the accomplishment of goals by comparing actual achieve-
ments to the targets set at the beginning of the year.

- Rewards and recognition – based on the output of the end
year review employees are either rewarded for their good
performances, or nonperformance measures are taken
where performance is not on the satisfactory level

10 Minutes Guidebook Series
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IMPLEMENTING THE
PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
What kind of results will the Performance Management System
produce in terms of quality, consistency and support to the
company strategy depends on how the system is designed and
set up. Doing a quality work in designing and implementing the
system will do half of the job in securing quality results from the
system itself.

The first step in the implementation of a Performance
Management System would be to set it up as a project. This
should enable better focus in planning, designing and
implementation with clear actions, milestones and goals. The
project plan should include the following elements and activities:

ANALYSIS OF THE PRESENT SITUATION

The analysis of the present situation includes screening and
analysing the organization from different aspects including
present systems, structure, strategic orientation, main goals,
industry, culture etc. The analysis should give answers to some
of the following questions:

- Is there a Performance Management System in place? If
there is one, then what kind of a system is it? When was it
implemented? How is it connected to the other HR sys-
tems? Where is the need for the change coming from?

- How is the Compensation and Benefits System set up?
How is it connected to the Performance Management
System? How should the new Performance Management
System be connected to the Compensation and Benefits
System? Is there a plan to implement new compensation
and benefits packages or amend the existing?

- How does the organizational structure look like? What are
the lines of reporting? Who will be included in the Perfor-
mance Management System? Who will set the targets?

- What is the company strategy? What kind of mission and
vision does the company have? What are the main short,
mid and long-term goals and KPIs?

- What kind of organizational culture does the organization
have? Will the existing culture support or block the chang-
es? What are people used to?

- In which industry does the company operate? What kind of
Performance Management Systems do the competitors
have? What kind of system will create competitive advan-
tage?

The answers to these questions should give the necessary
information for the analysis of the present situation helping
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answer questions such as What is in place at the moment? What
are the needs? What will make sense and what will work?

MAJOR STAKEHOLDERS EXPECTATIONS

As a system that has influence on different
aspects of the operation of the company the
design and implementation of the Performance
Management System needs to be aligned with the
expectations from the major stakeholders including
the owners, the (top) management, but also the emplo
yees as the major production force. If one or more of the
stakeholders have problem accepting the Perfor
mance Management System it will be difficult impleme
nting and operating it.

In line with that a proper stakeholder management plan, that will
help keep stakeholders informed, included and satisfied, needs
to be set up.

Setting up a stakeholder management plan starts with making a
list of stakeholders and analysing them in terms of their power
and interest in the new Performance Management System. The
next step would be to inform them about the project and hold
meetings or workshops (if needed) with them. At these meetings
you should introduce the project and the idea, but also acquire
as much information as possible so that you can start designing

the system. Some of the questions to cover with the major
stakeholders would be:

- What are their expectations from the system?

- What do they want to achieve with it? What kind of results
they expect? What would be the main purpose of the sys-
tem?

- Do they have any ideas, suggestions or proposals?

- Are there any directions, limitations or frameworks?

After this information is collected, the next step would be to draft
the general framework of the system and present it to the
decision makers such as company owners, board of directors or
company management. Besides getting them familiar with the
system, the presentation should have the purpose to get their
opinion about the system, i.e. if it is in line with their expectations
and needs.

Completing these two steps correctly should help design a system
according to major stakeholders’ expectations and ensure their
buy-in.

DESIGNING THE PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Using the information from the analysis and the stakeholders, the
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next thing in the row would be to design the system. The starting
point for a detailed design should be the drafts approved by the
major stakeholders. Taken from there, the design should go into
planning the concept, the process, major elements, rules, frames
and directions, stakeholders, inputs and outputs.

One of the things that must not be forgotten in the process of
designing the system is aligning the details with other functional
areas, i.e. departments within the company that are somehow
connected to the performance management system. For
example, the IT department needs to be consulted in case the
performance management system should use an electronic
system of any kind, or the Finance department for all the
questions concerning bonuses and other rewards.

Speaking of the design itself, when putting together all the
elements of the system it is important to take into consideration
several elements such as the organizational culture, the company
vision and strategy, the reasons behind the implementation of
the system, the industry trends, and eventually what do we want
to achieve with the system. Though a separate part about the
correlation of the system with the culture follows later herein, it
is important to put an accent on the importance of the culture for
the success of the system. If the new system is not in line with the
existing culture and there is no proper change management in
place, then the system can be doomed to failure from the very
beginning.

Following the alignment with the organizational culture, the next
things to take into consideration are the company vision, mission
and strategy. The system must be designed in a way to support
them and enable more effective execution of the strategy. Then,
the questions to be answered are what the reasons for the
implementation of the system are, and what we want to achieve
with it. Eventually, after seeing what the industry and overall
performance management trends are, the design has to ensure
that the system will actually help in managing and driving
performance in a positive way.

ALIGNMENT WITH THE TOP MANAGEMENT AND FORMAL
APPROVAL

After the completion of the design phase, the final p r o
posal should be aligned with the company top
management before it is submitted for formal
approval. This will ensure that the member of
the top management accept the system and
don’t have (or at least not major) objections,
remarks or concerns. During this
alignment all the wishes of all the top
management members need not to be
satisfied, however it is of essential
importance to ensure that there is no
major dissatisfaction or disagreem ent.
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After this is achieved, the formal approval process can be started.

INFORMING AND CHANGE MANAGEMENT

Depending of the types of changes that are being made (e.g.
slight changes to an existing system or implementation of a
completely new system) an appropriate communication and
change management plan should be created to ensure smooth
transfer from the old to the new system. In that direction, while
minor changes can be covered by simple communication, i.e.
informing about the changes in the system, bigger changes that
may require change of mindset, habits and way of working, will
need a more complex change management plan.
While the simple communication plan may be consisted only of
detailed information shared with the management and the
employees, bigger changes may require additional presentations,
trainings and workshops, guidelines and tutorials. The change
management plan, in this case, should also include guidance and
assistance throughout the first performance management cycle
with the new system. This will ensure proper implementation and
usage of the system.
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One of the most overlooked aspects in the design
and implementation of the performance
management system is if it would fit into the
existing organizational culture or not. Culture
doesn’t usually cross mind throughout this
process but can easily be the main factor for the
success of the system. In that direction, the design
and implementation process should take into
consideration these softer, intangible aspects in
order to create a system that will fit in and get
easily accepted by the managers and employees
of the company.

While with some systems, the alignment with the
culture may not be the crucial thing to do before
the launch, some systems such as 360 degree
feedback should not go into implementation
without it. This kind of systems require active
participation from the whole organization which
makes it highly dependent from the way people do
their jobs, behave, communicate and cooperate.

THE ROLE
OF THE ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE
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STAR Culture

STAR Culture Model is created throughout a process of research and scanning of more
than 600 companies from Standard & Poor’s 500, Fortune 500 and various “best place to
work for” lists, were companies analysed for their culture, its impact and results in order
to identify the key culture elements that make the difference between the successful
companies and the ones that struggle to show results, drive employee engagement,
acquire and retain top talent.

STAR Culture Model  combines the culture characteristics of the top performing companies
grouped in 4 STAR Culture Elements (Core Values, Culture Orientation, Culture Strength
and Culture Adaptability) assessed through a carefully designed inventory and
methodology. Thus, the STAR Culture Assessment enables assessed organizations to
benchmark against the top performing companies and get a precise picture of the areas
they have to focus on in order to fix or further strengthen their culture. Eventually, the
culture shaping process, through different activities and measures, focus groups and
workshops, enables the organizations to bridge the gaps and create a STAR Culture that
will support and drive their success.
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